IIT Mumbai initiates Christian College as a resource centre

Bhilai, Jan 09:

Christian College and Engineering and Technology, Bhilai has yet again achieved a new milestone in the field of socio-economic upliftment of Chhattisgarh state. In fulfillment of its vision and mission to impart quality education to students and to provide them with a platform to make their future by job oriented quality education, CCET has been organizing various student development programs in association with different govt. agencies and institutes. The Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai initiated Christian College of Engineering and Technology, Bhilai as a resource center for Spoken Tutorial to help create buzz, awareness and spread of spoken tutorial in a smooth and fast reaching way to the various departments of different institutes in Chhattisgarh state. Spoken Tutorial is an audio-video method to learn software effectively.

It is a tool meant for students and professionals of every age group. It is an NMEICT, MHRD, Govt. of India funded National Project aimed at providing Free of Cost day to day guidance and certification. Under spoken tutorial program, CCET will be working with various engineering, science, commerce and arts institutes of Chhattisgarh state to conduct Free of Cost audio-visual training programs to enhance the skill set of students and make them job suitable. The Executive Vice Chairman, Fr Jose K Varghese and the Principal, Dr Dipali Soren extended all the resources at CCET’s disposal for this noble endeavor. They along with the whole CCET family congratulated the HOD of CSE engineering Dept. and Coordinator of Spoken Tutorial Cell, Dr Sitendra Tamrakar and his team for this brilliant achievement.